Fresh Air - Whole House Air Purification System!
Fresh Air is the safest, most sought after alpine fresh living air purifier in the world. Fresh Air technology has been
given the exclusive "Certified In Space" distinction by the NASA associated Space Foundation. By duplicating the same
processes nature uses to clean the air outside, Fresh Air purifier by ecoquest keeps indoor air fresh and clean day and
night. Collectively known as ActivePure, these processes work together synergistically to eliminate smoke and odors,
and reduce airborne contaminants. For any indoor air concerns, we suggest you try Fresh Air by ecoquest alpine living
air purifier and see for yourself how effective it really is.
Having fresh alpine air in your home or office is now as easy as pressing a button, when it’s Fresh Air by ecoquest. Every
Fresh Air by ecoquest alpine living air purifier features the IntelliAir™ system, making operation of the unit "hands-off"
and maintenance a breeze! Whether it's adjusting the fan speed or setting the Away Mode, or if it's time to perform
simple routine maintenance, IntelliAir helps you easily complete any task, keeps you informed and even reminds you.

Of course, ease-of-use is only a small part of what makes this best selling air purifier an important part of so many
people's lives. The technology inside is what really makes the difference. As part of the SynAirG process, Fresh Air by
ecoquest alpine living air purifier includes exclusive "Space Certified" ActivePure technology; the same technology used
to clean the air inside spacecraft. There's also balanced ionization, a single purifier plate, and germicidal high intensity
safe UV light (as part of ActivePure technology) to further enhance overall effectiveness. Finally, we've included a
convenient remote control, complete with batteries.

BENEFITS:-

Eliminates smoke, odors, tobacco smoke, chemical odors
Sanitize feature kills mold, mildew, fungi, bacteria, viruses and most airborne germs.
-Reduces dust, dust mites, pet dander, pollen, or any other pollutant.
-Removes odors from your home, office, car, boat, RV, etc.
-Customizable to your environment using either the included remote, or the controls on the front.
-Quiet in operation.
-New Technology alerts you when normal maintenance or service is required. Easy maintenance takes less than 5 minutes.

SPECIFICATIONS:

~ Coverage: 20 - 3000 square feet
~ 110 Volts, 60HZ
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90 Watts power consumption
0-360 mg of ozone per hour
5 speed fan - max 11,55 m3/min
24 to 30 kv, 20-30 Khz ion generation pulsation
Fixed 6 KV DC Needle ion generator
Electrostatic lint screen
Programmable sanitation mode: 2,4,6,8 hours
Dimentions: 9" wide x 12" high x 12" deep
Weight: 16 lbs
No instalation required

